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WHAT COSTS TO AVOID IF YOU CONSIDER FORECLOSURE? 
As the lender, you have a huge decision to make when the borrower stops paying over the course of 
several months. On top of the lost revenue your bank incurs, there are the follow-up expenses that 
mount up from the seizure of the property before a sale. From being in the position of investing in the 
start-up of another person’s ambitions myself, I understand your position - very well! 

 

COST of FORECLOSURE 
According to a 2008 survey conducted by the Joint Economic Committee of Congress, lenders pay an 

average of $50,000 during the process of a foreclosure; and that is from 
the foreclosure of a residential property. The costs of foreclosing on a 
commercial property will be much higher. 

YOU SPEND TONS of TIME & MONEY 
Not only are you missing out on recouping your investment from 
principal payments and the profits from Interest which mount up into 
the thousands, even tens of thousands depending on the property. The 
process of foreclosure typically takes several months, up to a year while 
involving tons of paperwork along with the preparation for legal 

proceedings. It also brings the additional costs of:  

 Administrative Fees  Court Costs  
 Property Taxes  Auction Fees  
 Realtor Fees  Restoration Costs  
 Attorney Fees  Marketing Fees  

Along with the mounting expenses associated with holding, maintaining, & improving a property before 
the sale, which the repairs themselves can be the equivalent of 20 - 30% of the property value itself… 

Why Go Through the Hassle? 
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Your bank is already paying the cost of not receiving revenue from non-performing loans. Why pay the 
additional costs of taking control of a property then having to harbor the additional costs to market it? 
Young Estate Group is a direct buyer of Distressed Assets, and you do not pay any seller fees with us!  

 
 

 
Click Here to See Our Criteria 

Return your focus on profitability. 

Contact: 
Maurice R. Young, General Partner 
c/o Young Estate Group, LLLP. 
6543 N. Academy Blvd., Suite #2201, Colorado Springs, CO 80903 
Phone: (833) 526-3568, Email: acquisitions@youngestate.com 
 

What Are Notes We Buy? 
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